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The Western Front 1917–1918: The History of World War I Andrew Wiest 2012-03-15 After the ﬁrst few months of World War I, the Western Front consisted of a relatively static line of trench systems which
stretched from the coast of the North Sea southwards to the Swiss border. To try to break through the opposing lines of trenches and barbed wire entanglements, both sides employed huge artillery
bombardments followed by attacks by tens of thousands of soldiers. Battles could last for months and led to casualties measured in hundreds of thousands for attacker and defender alike. After most of
these attacks, only a short section of the front would have moved and only by a kilometer or two. After Gallipoli, Australians were moved to ﬁght in France on the western Front, in battles including the
Battle of the Somme. On the ﬁrst day of the 1916 Battle of the Somme, 60,000 Allies were casualties, including 20,000 deaths. The principal adversaries on the Western Front, who ﬁelded armies of millions
of men, were Germany to the East against a western alliance to the West consisting of France and the United Kingdom with sizable contingents from the British Empire, especially the Dominions. The United
States entered the war in 1917 and by the summer of 1918 had an army of around half a million men which rose to a million by the time the Armistice was signed on November 11, 1918. For most of World
War I, Allied Forces, predominantly those of France and the British Empire, were stalled at trenches on the Western Front. With the aid of numerous black and white and color photographs, many previously
unpublished, the World War I series recreates the battles and campaigns that raged across the surface of the globe, on land, at sea and in the air. The text is complemented by full-color maps that guide the
reader through speciﬁc actions and campaigns.
The Battle of the Lys, 1918 Chris Baker 2018-04-30 The second of two Battelground Europe titles covering this highly signiﬁcant battle of spring 1918.The German oﬀensive in Flanders in April 1918 came
close to catastrophe for the British Armies, but ultimately ended in strategic defeat for the Kaisers men. Following close on the heels of the devastating Operation Michael attack in March, which had been
aimed against the British front on the Somme and Arras, this oﬀensive, Operation Georgette, was aimed at strangling the vital railways and roads that supplied the British at Ypres and threatening the vital
logistics links with the Channel Ports.Having assembled an overwhelming numerical advantage, the Germans attacked in thick fog on 9 April 1918. By days end, the Germans had succeeded in gaining a
crossing of the River Lys and were well on their way to the railway junctions at Hazebrouck. Next day, they extended the attacked front northwards and advanced to the very gates of Ypres, forcing a British
retirement from the bloodily won advances during the Third Battle of Ypres. Messines Ridge, captured so spectacularly by the British in June 1917, was soon in German hands and ﬁghting inched towards
Mont Kemmel, which dominated the Ypres front. Once this fell, the way was open for the capture of the main supply roads into Ypres.To ﬁnd suﬃcient reserves to counter the German attack, the British took
the heart-breaking decision to abandon the ground won so dearly in the Passchendaele oﬀensive in the summer and autumn of 1917. Gradually, fresher British and French reserves arrived and held their
ground. With disappointing results, mounting casualties and a diminishing return for their eﬀorts, the Germans paused to regroup. Late in the month they unleashed a rapid, unstoppable attack that
captured Kemmel from the French forces that had been rushed north to reinforce the threatened line and which had been holding the summit: one of the ﬁnest military feats of the Great War.Behind the
scenes, however, the Germans were already calling oﬀ a continuation of the oﬀensive and so, by a seeming miracle, the bastion that was Ypres remained in British hands.What the British call The Battle of
the Lys 1918 is a fascinating yet curiously neglected period of military history. Chris Baker examines this major battle from the strategic down to the platoon level, highlighting the key events, characters
and acts of enormous bravery on both sides, both in historical narrative and in a series of tours of the area.This volume concentrates on the northern half of the battleﬁeld; nearly all of the actions described
in this volume took place in Belgium.
Messines to Carrick Hill: Thomas Burke 2017-05-15 The book is structured around a collection of letters written by a nineteen year old Irish oﬃcer in the 6th Royal Irish Regiment, 2nd Lieutenant Michael
Wall from Carrick Hill, near Malahide in north Co. Dublin. Michael was educated by the Christian Brothers in Dublin and destined to study science at UCD before being seduced by the illusion of adventure
through war. By contextualising and expanding the content of Wall’s letters and setting them within the entrenched battle zone of the Messines Ridge, Burke oﬀers a unique insight into the trench life this
young Irish man experienced, his disillusionment with war and his desire to get home. Burke also presents an account of the origin, preparations and successful execution of the battle to take Wijtschate on
7 June 1917 in which the 16th (Irish) and 36th (Ulster) Divisions played a pivotal role. In conclusion Burke oﬀers an insight into the contentious subject of remembrance of the First World War in Ireland in
the late 1920s
Arras and Messines, 1917 Gerald Gliddon 2012 For much of the First World War, the opposing armies on the Western Front were at a stalemate, with an unbroken line of fortiﬁed trenches stretching from
the Belgian coast to the Swiss border. The Allied objective after the bloody Battle of the Somme drew to a close in November 1916 was to decisively break through the German ‘Hindenburg Line’ and engage
the numerically inferior German forces in a war of movement. The Arras oﬀensive was conceived to achieve this breakthrough and was planned for early 1917 after considerable pressure from the French
High Command. Commonwealth Forces advanced on a broad front between Vimy in the northwest and Bullecourt in the southeast, with the French Army attacking 80km further south in the Aisne area.
Initial successes, albeit costly, were followed by a reversion to the previous stalemate and lead to a change of focus, with an assault on the Messines Ridge, near Ypres, beginning in June 1917. By the end of
July, on the eve of the Third Battle of Ypres, a total of ﬁfty Victoria Crosses had been awarded, including many troops from the Australian, Canadian and New Zealand Forces. This includes Captain Robert
Greive, who single-handedly silenced two enemy machine-gun nests at Messines, and L/Cpl James Welch, who captured four prisoners with an empty revolver. The courage, determination and sacriﬁce of
their generation should never be forgotten. Gerald Gliddon is a notable historian, author and bookseller specialising in military history. He has written a number of books about the First World War and has
coordinated this series. Among his many titles are Somme 1916: A Battleﬁeld Guide (The History Press). He lives in Norfolk.
The Attack of the British 9th Corps at Messines Ridge Army War College (U.S.) 1917
Battle of Messines 1917 Craig Deayton 2017-06-05 On 7 June 1917, the British Second Army launched its attack on Messines Ridge, detonating 19 giant mines beneath the German front-line positions. By
the end of the day, one of the strongest positions on the Western Front had fallen, a place of such importance that the Germans had pledged to hold it at any cost. It was the greatest British ......
At Any Price Craig Deayton 2017-05-05 The enemy must not get the Messines Ridge at any price… So read the orders to German troops defending the vital high ground south of Ypres. On 7 June 1917, the
British Second Army launched its attack with an opening like no other. In the largest secret operation of the First World War, British and Commonwealth mining companies placed over a million pounds of
explosive beneath the German front-line positions in 19 giant mines which erupted like a volcano. This was just the beginning. By the end of that brilliant summer’s day, one of the strongest positions on the
Western Front had fallen in the greatest British victory in three long years of war. For the ANZACs, who comprised one third of the triumphant Second Army, it was their most signiﬁcant achievement to that
point; for the men of the New Zealand Division, it would be their ﬁnest hour. It is diﬃcult to overstate the importance of Messines for the Australians, whose ﬁrst two years of war had represented an almost
unending catalogue of disaster. This was both the ﬁrst real victory for the AIF and the ﬁrst test in senior command for Major General John Monash, who commanded the newly formed 3rd Division. Messines
was a baptism of ﬁre for the 3rd Division which came into the line alongside the battle-scarred 4th Australian Division, badly mauled at Bullecourt just six weeks earlier. The ﬁghting at Messines would
descend into unimaginable savagery, a lethal and sometimes hand-to-hand aﬀair of bayonets, clubs, bombs and incessant machine-gun ﬁre, described by one Australian as ‘72 hours of Hell’. After their
string of bloody defeats over 1915 and 1916, Messines would prove the ultimate test for the Australians.
The Battle of Messines 1917 Craig Deayton 2017-06-05 On 7 June 1917, the British Second Army launched its attack on Messines Ridge, detonating 19 giant mines beneath the German front-line
positions. By the end of the day, one of the strongest positions on the Western Front had fallen, a place of such importance that the Germans had pledged to hold it at any cost. It was the greatest British
victory in three years of war. The ﬁrst two years of the First World War had represented an almost unending catalogue of disaster for the Australians. Messines was not only their ﬁrst real victory, it was also
the ﬁrst test in senior command for Major General John Monash who commanded the newly formed 3rd Division and would later be hailed as Australia’s greatest soldier. Messines was a baptism of ﬁre for
the 3rd Division which came into the line alongside the battle-scarred 4th Australian Division, badly mauled at Bullecourt just six weeks earlier in one of the worst defeats of the war. The ﬁghting at Messines
would descend into unimaginable savagery, a lethal and sometimes hand-to-hand aﬀair of bayonets, clubs, bombs and incessant machine-gun ﬁre, described by one Australian as ‘72 hours of Hell’. After
their string of bloody defeats over 1915 and 1916, Messines would be the ultimate test for the Australians.
Salient Points One Ted Smith 1990-12-31 A collection of stories of men, their units and the actions they took part in during the conﬂict of 1914–1918, together with stories other points of interest along the
old Western Front. Each story is supported with photographs and maps showing the area of the action as it was then, and is today. The content feature-titles are: Larch Wood (Railway Cuttings) Cemetery;
Second Lieutenant Keith Rae; Bellewaarde Farm; Major William Redmond; H. H. Prince Maurice of Battenberg; Major Cropper?s Craters; Sergeant Harry Combes D.C.M., R.G.A.; A Cemetery Lost; A Scottish
Soldier; Along the Messines Ridge; Halloween Night 1914; A Bloodless Victory; Old Bill is Born; The Yanks are Coming; The Lost Mines of Messines; Hospitalization South of Poperinghe and Canada at Ypres.
The Attack of the British 9th Corps at Messines Ridge... United States. Army War College, Washington, D.C. 1917
The Attack of the British 9th Corps at Messines Ridge Ninth 2018-02-22 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it.
This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works
have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain
missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Messines Ridge Peter Oldham 1990-12-31 The battle for the possession of the villages of Messines Ridge, Messines, Wytchaete, St. Eloi, took place in 1914-17, and the ﬁnal battle for Messines in 1918. The
1917 Battle of Messines was preceded by 19 giant mine explosions and was the biggest military mining eﬀort in history. This book gives comprehensive details of what happened where and when, together
with what can be seen today, including maps of all the remnants and sites.
The Battle of Messines Craig Deayton 2018-03-30 On 7 June 1917, the British Second Army launched its attack on Messines Ridge, detonating 19 giant mines beneath the German front-line positions. By the
end of the day, one of the strongest positions on the Western Front had fallen, a place of such importance that the Germans had pledged to hold it at any cost. It was the greatest British victory in three
years of war. The ﬁrst two years of the First World War had represented an almost unending catalogue of disaster for the Australians. Messines was not only their ﬁrst real victory, it was also the ﬁrst test in
senior command for Major General John Monash who commanded the newly formed 3rd Division and would later be hailed as Australia's greatest soldier. Messines was a baptism of ﬁre for the 3rd Division
which came into the line alongside the battle-scarred 4th Australian Division, badly mauled at Bullecourt just six weeks earlier in one of the worst defeats of the war. The ﬁghting at Messines would descend
into unimaginable savagery, a lethal and sometimes hand-to- hand aﬀair of bayonets, clubs, bombs and incessant machine- gun ﬁre, described by one Australian as '72 hours of Hell'. After their string of
bloody defeats over 1915 and 1916, Messines would be the ultimate test for the Australians.
Beneath Flanders Fields Peter Barton 2005 "The product of over twenty-ﬁve years of research, Beneath Flanders Fields illustrates the evolution of military mining, leading to its deployment in the greatest
siege in military history - in the trenches of the Western Front." "In the words of the tunnellers themselves, and through previously unpublished photographs - many in colour - as well as contemporary plans
and drawings, this book reveals how this most intense of battles was fought - and won. Few on the surface knew the horriﬁc details of the tunnellers' work, yet this silent, claustrophobic conﬂict was a
barbaric struggle that raged day and night for almost two and a half years, and one which generated mental and physical stresses often far beyond those suﬀered by the infantry in the trenches. On 7 June
1917 at Messines Ridge, the tension was broken with the opening of the most dramatic mine oﬀensive in history."--BOOK JACKET.
The Attack of the British 9th Corps at Messines Ridge Great Britain. Army. Army, Second 1917
R. Es Mine and Counter-mine Messines Ridge 2011 Description: This is part of a published series of photographs pasted on board by Realistic Travels London. Each card has two photographs pasted on
it. Most cards are still in their original cases. Numbers 430 to 524 are in one case; numbers 525-614 are in another case; numbers 615-632 do not have a case. The ﬁrst number refers to the archival number
assigned; the second to the published number.
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Ypres 1914: Messines Nigel Cave 2016-01-19 These three Battleground Europe books on Ypres 1914 mark the centenary of the ﬁnal major battle of the 1914 campaign on the Western Front. Although
fought over a relatively small area and short time span, the ﬁghting was even more than usually chaotic and the stakes were extremely high. Authors Nigel Cave and Jack Sheldon combine their respective
expertise to tell the story of the men British, French, Indian and German - who fought over the unremarkable undulating ground that was to become ﬁrmly placed in British national conscience ever
afterwards.At the end of October 1914 an increasingly desperate Falkenhayn, aware that his oﬀensive in Flanders had stalled, decided to make one ﬁnal eﬀort to break through the Allied lines south of
Ypres. Pulling together a large strike force, the so-called Army Group Fabeck, he launched a violent oﬀensive designed to capture the Messines Ridge and to use this dominating terrain as a springboard for
a further advance. Inadequately resourced, assembled in a rush, this thrust was soon in trouble. Confused ﬁghting in the wooded areas to the south of the Menin Road slowed the advance and initial
attempts to gain a foothold on the ridge failed. A supreme eﬀort by the men of the 26th Infantry Division ultimately brought about the capture of the town of Messines and similar heroics by the Bavarian
6th Reserve Division led to the fall of Wytschaete, but it was all in vain. Yet again a valiant Allied defence had buckled, but not broken.
VCs of the First World War: Arras and Messines 1917 Gerald Gliddon 2011-11-30 For much of the First World War, the opposing armies on the Western Front were at a stalemate, with an unbroken line of
fortiﬁed trenches stretching from the Belgian coast to the Swiss border. The Allied objective after the bloody Battle of the Somme drew to a close in November 1916 was to decisively break through the
German ‘Hindenburg Line’ and engage the numerically inferior German forces in a war of movement. The Arras oﬀensive was conceived to achieve this breakthrough and was planned for early 1917 after
considerable pressure from the French High Command. Commonwealth Forces advanced on a broad front between Vimy in the northwest and Bullecourt in the southeast, with the French Army attacking
80km further south in the Aisne area. Initial successes, albeit costly, were followed by a reversion to the previous stalemate and lead to a change of focus, with an assault on the Messines Ridge, near Ypres,
beginning in June 1917. By the end of July, on the eve of the Third Battle of Ypres, a total of ﬁfty Victoria Crosses had been awarded, including many troops from the Australian, Canadian and New Zealand
Forces. This includes Captain Robert Greive, who single-handedly silenced two enemy machine-gun nests at Messines, and L/Cpl James Welch, who captured four prisoners with an empty revolver. The
courage, determination and sacriﬁce of their generation should never be forgotten.
Attack of the British 9th Corps at Messines Ridge, August 1917 Army War College (U.S.). War Department 1917
Pillars of Fire Ian Passingham 2012-02-29 Gentleman, we may not make history tomorrow, but we shall certainly change the geography.’ So said General Plumer the day before 600 tons of explosives
were detonated under the German position on Messines Ridge. The explosion was heard by Lloyd George in Downing Street, and as far away as Dublin. Until 1918, Messines was the only clear cut Allied
victory on the Western Front, coming at a time when Britain and her allies needed it most: boosting Allied morale and shattering that of the Germans. Precisely orchestrated, Messines was the ﬁrst true allarms modern battle which brought together artillery, engineers, infantry, tanks, aircraft and administrative units from a commonwealth of nations to defeat the common enemy. So why is its name not as
familiar as the Somme, Passchendaele or Verdun? This book examines the battle for the Messines-Wytschaete Ridge from the British, ANZAC and German perspectives. Illustrated with archive photographs
and maps, it is a major contribution to our understanding of one of the seminal battles of the First World War.
Salient Points One Tony Spagnoly 1990-12-31 A collection of stories of men, their units and the actions they took part in during the conﬂict of 1914-1918, together with stories other points of interest along
the old Western Front. Each story is supported with photographs and maps showing the area of the action as it was then, and is today. The content feature-titles are: Larch Wood (Railway Cuttings)
Cemetery; Second Lieutenant Keith Rae; Bellewaarde Farm; Major William Redmond; H. H. Prince Maurice of Battenberg; Major Cropper?s Craters; Sergeant Harry Combes D.C.M., R.G.A.; A Cemetery Lost; A
Scottish Soldier; Along the Messines Ridge; Halloween Night 1914; A Bloodless Victory; Old Bill is Born; The Yanks are Coming; The Lost Mines of Messines; Hospitalization South of Poperinghe and Canada at
Ypres.
The BEF in 1917 Bob Carruthers 2015-06-30 This new volume in the long-running Images of War series features the actions of the British Army at Passchendaele. The book is comprised of rare
photographs illustrating the years of ﬁghting on the northern sector of the Ypres salient, which ﬁnally culminated in the capture of the ridge at Passchendaele, accompanied by a powerful text written by
Oﬃcial War Correspondent Philip Gibbs, who was an eyewitness to the events. Photographs from the battleﬁeld illustrate the terrible conditions, which the British forces on the battleﬁeld endured in the
notorious engagement, which has become synonymous with mud and squalor.This book incorporates a wide range of images, encompassing the actions of the British infantry and their supporting artillery.
Also featured are images which depict the almost incomprehensible state of the waterlogged trenches. Portraits of the British troops are contrasted with German prisoners of war and the endless battle to
get the supply columns through to the front.
The Attack of the British 9th Corps at Messines Ridge Great Britain. Army. Corps, IX. 1917
Taking the Ridge Jeﬀrey McNeill 2022
The Salient Alan Palmer 2013-08-15 Ypres today is an international 'Town of Peace', but in 1914 the town, and the Salient, the 35-mile bulge in the Western Front, of which it is part, saw a 1500-day
military campaign of mud and blood at the heart of the First World War that turned it into the devil's nursery. Distinguished biographer and historian of modern Europe Alan Palmer tells the story of the war
in Flanders as a conﬂict that has left a deep social and political mark on the history of Europe. Denying Germany possession of the historic town of Ypres and access to the Channel coast was crucial to
Britain's victory in 1918. But though Flanders battleﬁelds are the closest on the continent to English shores, this was always much more than a narrowly British conﬂict. Passchendaele, the Menin Road, Hill
60 and the Messines Ridge remain names etched in folk memory. Militarily and tactically the four-year long campaign was innovative and a grim testing ground with constantly changing ideas of strategy
and disputes between politicians and generals. Alan Palmer details all its aspects in an illuminating history of the place as much as the ﬁghting man's experience.
Messines Ridge (New Zealand) Memorial Great Britain. Commonwealth War Graves Commission 1927
Messines 1917 Craig Deayton 2018-06-30 The enemy must not get the Messines Ridge at any price So read the orders to German troops defending the vital high ground south of Ypres. On 7 June 1917,
the British Second Army launched its attack with an opening like no other. In the largest secret operation of the First World War, British and Commonwealth mining companies placed over a million pounds
of explosive beneath the German front-line positions in 19 giant mines which erupted like a volcano. This was just the beginning. By the end of that brilliant summers day, one of the strongest positions on
the Western Front had fallen in the greatest British victory in three long years of war. For the Anzacs, who comprised one third of the triumphant Second Army, it was their most signiﬁcant achievement to
that point; for the men of the New Zealand Division, it would be their ﬁnest hour.It is diﬃcult to overstate the importance of Messines for the Australians, whose ﬁrst two years of war had represented an
almost unending catalogue of disaster. This was both the ﬁrst real victory for the AIF and the ﬁrst test in senior command for Major General John Monash, who commanded the newly formed 3rd Division.
Messines was a baptism of ﬁre for the 3rd Division which came into the line alongside the battle-scarred 4th Australian Division, badly mauled at Bullecourt just six weeks earlier. The ﬁghting at Messines
would descend into unimaginable savagery, a lethal and sometimes hand-to-hand aﬀair of bayonets, clubs, bombs and incessant machine-gun ﬁre, described by one Australian as 72 hours of Hell. After
their string of bloody defeats over 1915 and 1916, Messines would prove the ultimate test for the Australians
Messines 1917 Alexander Turner 2010-08-24 At 0310 hours on 7 June 1917, the pre-dawn gloom on the Western Front was shattered by the 'pillars of ﬁre' - the rapid detonation of 19 huge mines, secreted
in tunnels under the German lines and containing 450 tonnes of explosives. Admitted by the Germans to be a 'masterstroke', the devastating blasts caused 10,000 soldiers to later be posted simply as
'missing'. Launching a pre-planned attack into the carnage, supported by tanks and a devastating artillery barrage, the British took the strategic objective of Messines Ridge within hours. A rare example of
innovation and success in the First World War (1914-1918), this book is a fresh and timely examination of a fascinating campaign.
The Attack of the British 9th Corps at Messines Ridge Army War College (U.S.) 1917
The battle of Messines Ridge, 7th June 1917 Frank Dunham 1977
Slaughter and Stalemate in 1917 Alan Warren 2021-02-01 This book oﬀers a fresh, critical history of the 1917 campaign in Flanders. Alan Warren traces the three major battles fought by the British
Expeditionary Force in the ﬁnal months of 1917, from the mines of Messines to the mud of Passchendaele and the tanks at Cambrai. Drawing on a rich array of sources, Warren provides a vivid account of
two tragically mismanaged battles, showing that Cambrai further underlined what went wrong for British forces at Passchendaele and thus more fully explains the course of events on the Western front. His
compelling narrative history features ﬁrst-hand accounts, little-known dramatic incidents, and portraits and assessments of the main generals. All readers interested in World War I and the tragic mistakes
that led, in the words of Winston Churchill, to “a forlorn expenditure of valour and life without equal in futility” will ﬁnd this an invaluable military history.
Maps of Mining Operations and Trenches on the Messines Ridge 2013
The Attack of the British 9th Corps at Messines Ridge United States. Army war college, Washington D. C. 1917
The Attack of the British 9th Corps at Messines Ridge United States. War Department 1917
Messines Ridge Peter Oldham 1990-12-31 The battle for the possession of the villages of Messines Ridge, Messines, Wytchaete, St. Eloi, took place in 1914-17, and the ﬁnal battle for Messines in 1918. The
1917 Battle of Messines was preceded by 19 giant mine explosions and was the biggest military mining eﬀort in history. This book gives comprehensive details of what happened where and when, together
with what can be seen today, including maps of all the remnants and sites.
Battle Lines of the Western Front Alan Edwards 2014-05-01 Alan Edwards was born in England but was brought up and educated in Kenya. He returned to England to take his accountancy exams and
became a Chartered Accountant. He spent half his working life in accountancy and the other half was spent as Financial Director in commercial ﬁrms. He is now retired. Two other books have been published
by him, 'The Land of Puﬀ' and 'The Chronicle of the Village of Icil'. I have found that there are many people who do not have any knowledge of the Great War. But we should remember it, as nearly a million
people died. Their names are written on memorials all over England, as well as France and Belgium. Do not forget them and the sacriﬁce they made.
The Battle of the Ridges Frank Fox 1918
From Bapaume to Passchendaele Philip Gibbs 1965-01-01 1917.... I suppose that a century hence men and women will think of that date as one of the world's black years ﬂinging its shadow forward to the
future until gradually new generations escape from its dark spell. To us now, only a few months away from that year, above all to those of us who have seen something of the ﬁghting which crowded every
month of it except the last, the colour of 1917 is not black but red, because a river of blood ﬂowed through its changing seasons and there was a great carnage of men. It was a year of unending battle on
the Western Front, which matters most to us because of all our youth there. It was a year of monstrous and desperate conﬂict. Looking back upon it, remembering all its days of attack and counter-attack,
all the roads of war crowded with troops and transport, all the battleﬁelds upon which our armies moved under ﬁre, the coming back of the prisoners by hundreds and thousands, the long trails of the
wounded, the activity, the traﬃc, the roar and welter and fury of the year, one has a curious physical sensation of breathlessness and heart-beat because of the burden of so many memories. The heroism
of men, the suﬀering of individuals, their personal adventures, their deaths or escape from death, are swallowed up in this wild drama of battle so that at times it seems impersonal and inhuman like some
cosmic struggle in which man is but an atom of the world's convulsion. To me, and perhaps to others like me, who look on at all this from the outside edge of it, going into its ﬁre and fury at times only to
look again, closer, into the heart of it, staring at its scenes not as men who belong to them but as witnesses to give evidence at the bar of history—for if we are not that we are nothing—and to chronicle the
things that have happened on those ﬁelds, this sense of impersonal forces is strong. We see all this in the mass. We see its movement as a tide watched from the bank and not from the point of view of a
swimmer breasting each wave or going down in it. Regimental oﬃcers and men know more of the ground in which they live for a while before they go forward over the shell-craters to some barren slope
where machine-guns are hidden below the clods of soil, or a line of concrete blockhouses heaped up with timber and sand-bags on one of the ridges.
The Battle of Messines Ridge 7th June 1917 Frank Dunham 1977
German Concrete Structures on Messines Ridge and the Eﬀect of Shell Fire on Them 1917
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